
          

  Block 6 – Baubles 

 

Tutorial by Michelle Roberts from CreativeBlonde 

 

 

Block 6 – 12” x 12”  

Please read through all the instructions, before starting your block 

1. 

 



Materials –  

(fabrics used are all available from www.honeybeecloths.co.uk) 

 

*12” low volume white square 

*Four 8” x 4” rectangles in Pink 

*Eight 8” x 4” rectangles in Green 

*Four 8” x 4” rectangles in Navy 

Variety of squares from the charm pack bundle 

12” square of Vlieseline Bondaweb 

 

 

 

Haberdashery Items 

Bauble template included in this PDF 

Friction erasable marker pen 

Iron 

Basic Sewing supplies 

Quilting ruler, rotary cutter/scissors, cutting mat 

 

2. 

 

file:///C:/Users/owner/Contacts/Desktop/Desktop%20Junk/completed%20tutorials/www.honeybeecloths.co.uk


Making the Stars… 

Let’s create the stars on the main block – this will need to be done on every block, and 
will create beautiful stars when the 16 blocks are joined together – see layout below… 

Note- All fabrics marked with * are for the main block and stars. Any spare pieces that 
are cut from these fabrics, can be saved and used for upcoming stars on future blocks 

(Dawn has created a low-calorie variation of this quilt pattern, made using half the number of rectangles 

– see Honeybeecloths blog  for details, photos also shown on page 12) 

 

 

 

Take the following pieces: 

 

*12” low volume white square 

*Four 8” x 4” rectangles in Pink 

*Eight 8” x 4” rectangles in Green 

*Four 8” x 4” rectangles in Navy 

 (note: left over triangles from previous blocks can be used) 

 

 

From one of each coloured rectangle, using the friction pen and ruler, draw a line across 
the diagonal, this MUST be drawn in opposite direction on each rectangle – see photo 

 

3. 

 

https://fromourlittlehivetoyours.blog/blog/


             

 

Take one triangle from each set – Teal and navy, and both sets from the Grey. 

 

Take your chosen 12” square and place your quilters ruler in the top left-hand corner, 
mark a spot 6” along top edge from the top left-hand corner, and 3” spot along left-hand 
side, also from the top left-hand corner. Draw a diagonal line between these two marks 

using the friction pen 

(colours shown in the following photos are examples, please use colours required for your block/stars- see 

illustration on page 3 for layout) 

 

 

 

Take one triangle and place RST (right sides together) on the 12” square, with long edge 
lined up with the drawn line 

4. 

 



Making sure you leave equal amounts of excess at both ends 

 (note: the fabric needs to cover the corner when flipped to right side facing up). 

Sew ¼” along raw edge onto the triangle  

 

 

 

Flip triangle over and press 

 

 

Flip the 12” square over, so right side is facing down, and trim away excess fabric from 
the triangle 

            5. 

The other triangle is added in the same way, place your quilters ruler in the top left-
hand corner. 

 

5. 



This time mark a spot 3” along top edge from the top left-hand corner, and 6” spot 
along left-hand side, also from the top left-hand corner. Draw a diagonal line between 

these two marks using the friction pen.  

Repeat the process used to add the first triangle 

 

               

 

 

              

 

 

6. 



You can now go ahead and attached all the triangles to complete the background of the 
block – Note: the overlap on the centre joins will be absorbed in the seam allowance, when joining the 

blocks together 

 

 

Let’s make the Baubles… 

Using the template, trace the bauble shapes onto the Bondaweb, roughly cut round each 
shape, and fuse to your chosen fabrics from the charm pack, include two extra pieces, as 

shown below, for adding detail to the baubles, cut out accurately along your drawn 
edge 

 

 

7. 



Peel the backing away from the Bondaweb, and fuse in place on the main block 

 

 

Repeat this process for the two extra pieces, and fuse to your baubles 

 

 

 

8. 



Using the frixtion fabric pen, add the detail to the top of baubles (place the template 
underneath, and trace through). Add lines from the top of each bauble to the top of 

white of the main block. Using Gutermann thread colour 25, ‘Free-motion-quilt over 
these lines. 

              

Change up your thread to Gutermann colour 1288 and add a decorative stitch for the 
hanging string. FMQ around each bauble, to secure in place 

                               

 

9. 



Block 6 is complete – Congratulation 

 

Be sure to head over to Dawn blog and download block 7 - Dewdrops 

https://fromourlittlehivetoyours.blog/blog/ 

 

 

10. 

https://fromourlittlehivetoyours.blog/blog/


Please share your gorgeous blocks on Instagram using the 
hashtag #quiltandshine, I’m so excited to see your finished 

blocks… the first four blocks can now be sewn together. 

 
You can find me on Instagram  @michelle_creativeblonde and on Facebook 

@creativeblonde66 

This Quilt Along is sponsored by HoneybeeCloths 

Dawn has very kindly put together packs of fabric especially for the quilt along 

https://www.honeybeecloths.co.uk/shop/4574190065/Zen-Chic 

Thanks for joining in with our Quilt-along, we are so excited to be sewing along with 
you 

   

         

Templates on can be found on the following page 
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